Abstract. Possibilities of the Strömvil photometric system in identifying peculiar stars of various types are reviewed. The system can identify in the presence of interstellar reddening the following types of peculiar stars: F-G-K-M subdwarfs, G-K-M metal-deficient giants, cool carbon, barium and zirconium stars, chemically peculiar Β and A stars, emission-line stars (Be, Ae/Be, WR, Τ Tauri, etc.), white dwarfs, a fraction of horizontal-branch stars and many types of unresolved binaries. Also, the system can identify stars affected by anomalous interstellar reddening and classify them correctly.
INTRODUCTION
The success of the Gaia mission is in considerable part predetermined by the optimum photometric system capable to classify the field stars containing samples of various temperatures, luminosities, metallicities, peculiarity types and interstellar reddening.
The classification (or quantification) of stars is the easiest when interstellar reddening-free Q-parameters are used: Q1234 = (mi -m 2 ) -Ex 2 lE^{m z -m 4 ).
(
Graphical definition of a Q-parameter is shown in Fig. 1 . Q-parameters may be calculated also for monochromatic magnitudes by the equation:
All energy flux distribution curve can be transformed to the reddeningfree form and then Q(A) curves of various types of stars can be used to classify the unknown star by fitting its Q{\) curve to the curves of standard stars (for more details see Straizys 1974 Straizys , 1992 . Now the Strömvil medium-band photometric system (Straizys, Crawford L· Philip 1996) is a place-holder in the Gaia project. This seven-color system is a combination of two photometric systems, the Strömgren system uvby and the Vilnius system UPXYZVS. 
PHOTOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION OF STELLAR MODELS
Both the original Vilnius system and the Strömvil system make it possible to determine photometrically spectral classes (or temperatures) and absolute magnitudes (or gravities) of stars of all spectral and luminosity classes, metallicities for F-G-K stars and to recognize many types of peculiar stars in the presence of .interstellar reddening. The peculiar stars, which can be identified photometrically, are: F-G-K-M subdwarfs, G-K-M met al-deficient giants, cool carbon, barium and zirconium stars, chemically peculiar Β and A stars, emission-line stars (Be, Ae/Be, WR, Τ Tauri, etc.), white dwarfs, a fraction of horizontal-branch stars and many types of unresolved binaries. Fig. 2 shows the log g, Te diagram from Straizys, Liubertas h Lazauskaitè (1998) for the simulated observations of Kurucz models in the Strömvil system with the rms error σ = ±0.01 mag for color indices and σ = ±0.02 mag for Q-parameters. The Kurucz models represent energy flux distribution of real stars with sufficient accuracy, as it was shown by Straizys, Liubertas & Valiauga (1997) . Everywhere the classification is single-valued with Te errors varying from ±2000 Κ at B0 to ±100 Κ for G-K stars. The log g errors are between ±0.1 and ±0.5 dex in different temperature and luminosity ranges. The Te errors correspond in most cases to ±1, sometimes to ±1.5 subclass. The lowest quantification accuracy is for early B-subclasses and for A-F type stars near the main sequence. 
PHOTOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION OF STARS
Behavior of peculiar stars of other types in the Strömvil system cannot be investigated by the same method since we have no synthetic spectra of model atmospheres of stars with various peculiarities. However, we have sufficiently high experience with identification of such stars in the Vilnius photometric system. We do not expect that the identification possibilities of both systems will differ considerably.
One of the methods used for the classification of stars in the Vilnius system is based on fitting of a set of their Q-parameters to the same parameters calculated for the standard stars. The standard catalog usually contains several thousand stars of different spectral and luminosity classes of solar metallicity. For the comparison we usually use 14 Qs which are most sensitive to various physical parameters of stars. For a program star of solar metallicity and with no peculiarities we always find one or more standard stars which fit the set of Q-parameters with an accuracy of ±0.01-0.02 mag, if the observed Qs of the program star have the ±0.01 mag accuracy.
However, if among the program stars is a peculiar object, its Q-parameters (all or some of them) will be different from Qs of all normal stars of solar metallicity. This will result in increasing the fitting error: the fitting accuracy can be lower than ±0.05 mag. This is an indication that the star is either peculiar or unresolved binary.
After that such peculiar stars can be compared with another catalog of standard stars containing all types of peculiar objects to find the best analog. Our standard catalog of peculiar objects contains more than a thousand of met al-deficient stars, carbon, barium and zirconium stars, emission-line stars, white dwarfs, chemically peculiar Β and A stars. There is also a possibility to fit the Q-parameters or color indices of a peculiar program star to different combinations of components to check if the star is an unresolved binary.
Another more simple method for identifying peculiar stars in the Vilnius system is based on various Q, Q diagrams, sensitive to certain peculiarity types. As examples, Figs. 4-6 show the diagrams for identifying subdwarfs, carbon-rich stars and emission-line stars. More diagrams for the identification of peculiar stars can be found in Straizys (1992) and in the review submitted to the Hipparcos-Venice symposium (Straizys, H0g & Philip 1997) . In many cases, however, two Qs are insufficient to identify peculiarity of a star unambiguously, especially if the flux distribution curve of the peculiar star mimics Q UYV 10' 10* 6000 4000 3000 2500 2000 1500 1200 Fitzpatrick (1999) . the flux curve of a normal star in some spectral region. In this case the use of a larger set of Q-parameters is essential.
Fig. 7. Mean interstellar extinction laws by various authors according to

VARIABLE EXTINCTION LAWS
4-1. Variations of the law
The interstellar extinction law is the dependence of the extinction power by interstellar dust on the reciprocal wavelength. The newest reviews of the extinction laws are published by Mathis (1990) and Straizys (1992) . In the solar vicinity within distances of a few kpc the reddening law can be represented by a single curve shown in Fig. 7 .
However, the interstellar extinction law is not unique everywhere in the Galaxy. A number of areas have been found which exhibit somewhat peculiar extinction laws. The peculiarities are of different character and are related with chemical composition, size distribution, form and orientation of interstellar dust particles. Here we will not consider the ultraviolet extinction law at Λ < 300 nm where the variations are the largest.
In general, the stars which show the largest ratio R = Ay/Eg-v are situated in dense molecular clouds. Probably, the increase of R is caused by systematically larger grains in dense regions where they grow due to accretion and coagulation (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 1989 , Mathis 1990 ). These stars show lower violet and ultraviolet extinction: in the wavelength region from the "knee" at 435 nm to 300 nm and shorter.
R values in some dark clouds are as large as 5.6, however such areas are quite rare. In the general galactic field in solar vicinity the R values are close to 3.15 with the spread between 2.9 and 3.3. In some areas there are violations of the general dependence of the form of the extinction law on R proposed by Cardelli et al. (1989) . For example, heavily reddened B-type stars HD 29647 and HDE 283809 in Taurus exhibit strong ultraviolet extinction (almost no "knee" at 435 nm) and normal R ratio (Whittet et al. 1981 , Straizys, Wisniewski & Lebofsky 1982 , Straizys, Cernis & Hayes 1985 . Somewhat smaller "knee" of the law and normal R are observed also for the hot Cygnus stars (Südzius 1974 , Straizys, Corbally & Laugalys 1999 .
4-2. Finding the law anomalies
Different methods have been proposed to find out the areas with anomalous interstellar reddening (see Straizys 1992) . Anomalous values of R can be detected by infrared H,K,L photometry, by the wavelength of maximum interstellar polarization, by the variable extinction method in open clusters and associations, etc. Anomalous ratios of color excesses can be detected by plotting interstellar reddening lines in two-color diagrams.
Also a possibility exists to recognize anomalous interstellar reddening by analyzing interstellar reddening-free Q-parameters in the Vilnius and Strömvil photometric systems. If the star is reddened by the dust with abnormal properties, some color-excess-ratios for this star will be different from the normal ratios which are used in Eq. (1). Consequently, the Q-parameters will be affected by the following errors
i.e. the errors of Q will increase with increasing A(E/E) and also with increasing interstellar reddening.
Not all Q-parameters are equally sensitive to anomaly of the interstellar reddening law. Those Qs, which are formed by passbands on one side from the "knee" of the law, are much less sensitive to the anomaly than Qs which include passbands from both sides of the "knee".
4-3. Classification of stars affected by anomalous reddening
If we classify the star, affected by anomalous reddening, using the Qs sensitive to the anomaly, the classification result will contain some error. In this case fitting error to normal standard stars will increase: they will be larger than usual 0.01-0.02 mag errors. Due to difficulty to find an analog star, such a star will be accepted as peculiar. The stars with peculiar reddening can be separated from intrinsically peculiar stars by the following properties: (1) Q-parameters, which are insensitive to the anomaly, will fit to normal standard stars with lower error than the sensitive Q-parameters; (2) the classification error will be dependant on reddening; (3) in the anomalous region all reddened stars will exhibit anomaly of the same character.
On Q, Q-diagrams the anomalous reddening effect can be recognized by a collective displacement of the reddened stars from intrinsic sequences. For example, in open clusters or associations the shift of the zero-age line can be observed.
After the anomalous reddening is detected, it must be taken into account by finding A.Q values and correcting the Q-parameters used for classification. This can be done in different ways.
The anomalous law can be determined by comparing the observed and the intrinsic color indices of the star for which the accurate spectral and luminosity classes are known. In this case we take intrinsic color indices of the star, calculate its color excesses, take their ratios with one of them, usually with Εβ-ν, Εγ-γ or Ej,-y in UBV, Vilnius and Strömvil systems, respectively, and plot these ratios as a function of λ -1 . In this case, at λ -1 of the passband b the Ε/E value will be 1.0 and at λ -1 of the passband y the E/E value will be zero.
The ratios of other color excesses for different Q-parameters can be calculated from the mentioned five. For example,
Eu-p/Ep-b -
For obtaining the reddening law, only 0-B5 stars are to be used: for cooler stars color indices change considerably with spectral class and/or luminosity and color excesses can be determined only with low accuracy is reached.
Q-parameters calculated with the true color-excess ratios, should be used to reclassify the stars reddened by the anomalous reddening law.
If there is no way to determine the reddening law in some direction by using reddened early-type stars, the law may be guessed by modeling calculations and trying to correct Qs until the satisfactory degree of the classification accuracy.
4-4-Frequency of stars affected by anomalous reddening laws
In the solar vicinity the largest area with anomalous interstellar reddening is the Great Cygnus Rift, but the anomaly here is only marginal. Other areas with more significant anomalies are in the center of the Great Orion Nebula (M 42), in the ρ Oph dark cloud, in Τ associations Corona Australie and Chamaeleon, in the Carina Nebula (NGC 3372), in star-forming regions with open clusters IC 348 (Per), NGC 2264 (Mon), M 16 (Ser) and M17 (Ser-Sct-Sgr border), in some reflection nebulae (like M 78 in Orion), etc. However, the total area in the celestial sphere, affected by these really anomalous reddening laws, is only of the order of 20-30 square degrees. At greater distances new anomalous regions will appear but their angular dimensions will be much smaller.
The Strdmvil-like multicolor photometric system can identify all main classes of peculiar stars in the presence of interstellar reddening. The list includes F-G-K-M subdwarfs, G-K-M met al-deficient giants, carbon-rich stars, emission-line stars, white dwarfs, chemically peculiar B-Α stars and many types of unresolved binaries.
Undetected regions with anomalous reddening law is a serious source of photometric classification errors of stars. However we expect that only a small area of the celestial sphere will be affected by anomalous reddening. On the other hand, a number of methods
CONCLUSION
can be used to detect these anomalies. Consequently, a Strömvil-like multicolor photometric system is able to avoid the classification difficulties.
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